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The year is 1786. In Annapolis, delegates from different states, among them 

James Madison from Virginia and Alexander Hamilton from New York, convene to 

discuss matters of commerce under the Articles of Confederation, with the possibility for 

larger issues left open. Like the rehearsal for the performance of a great play, what _has 

come to be called the Annapolis Convention concludes with a recommendation for a 

Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia the following year (Morris, 161-9; Kammen, 

19-22). Conscious of the enormity of the task before the Founding Fathers, Madison, in 

Federalist 14, asks: 

Is it not the glory of the people of America, that, whilst they have paid a decent regard to 
the opinions of former times and other nations, they have not suffered a blind veneration 
for antiquity, for custom, or for names, to overrule the suggestions of their own good 
sense, the knowledge of their own situation, and the lessons of their own experience? To 
this manly spirit, posterity will be indebted for the possession, and the world for the 
example, of the numerous innovations displayed on the American theatre, in favor of 
private rights and public happiness. 

In the same spirit, Friedrich Schiller, in his Prologue to Wallenstein, speaks of the 

struggle for freedom at the end of the century as a time where "actuality itself becomes 

poetry" and "art, upon its shadow stage I May strive for higher flight, indeed it must, I Or 

yield in shame before the stage oflife" (WP, 61-9). That these lines, from 1798, have in 

mind not only the French Revolution, of which Schiller, in 1792, had been made an 

honorary citizen, but also the American Revolution, is clear from two interesting facts: 

one, to this day a large lithograph of the Battle of Bunker Hill hangs at the entry to 
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Schiller's study in Weimar. The other, in a letter of 1783, possibly meant to confuse the 

authorities, Schiller toys with the idea of emigrating to America. Undecided whether, 

once there, he would practice medicine, get involved in politics, or teach philosophy, he 

concludes: "But tragedies, for that matter, I shall never cease to write - you know my 

whole being hangs on it" (To Lempp, June 19, 1783). 

Living in political exile, under the constant threat of persecution for his 

revolutionary ideas, Schiller, in 1783, turns from the stormy prose of his earlier plays to 

the noble iambic pentameters of a dramatic poem in grand style, the tragedy of Don 

Carlos. In tune with the political events of the New World, the completion of Schiller's 

pan Carlos coincides with the Annapolis Convention of 1786, its first performance in 
\ . 

Hamburg with the Philadelphia Convention of 1787. (An added nice touch: On this date, 

September 17, 1787, the Convention came to agree on the new Constitution to be sent to 

the States for ratification) (Farrand, 641-9). 

* * * 

Set in the historical world of 16th century Spain, under the iron hand of the 

Inquisition, Schiller's Don Carlos presents the clash of two worlds, the world of Philipp 

II, despotic ruler over a vast empire, and the world of Don Carlos, his heart aglow with 

the dream of liberating mankind from such unnatural rule. Serving the King's world, 

Count Lerma represents the court, Duke Alba the military, Domingo the church. The 

inspirat)on for the Prince's world, Marquis Posa, his childhood friend, emerges as the 

mastermind behind an intricate plot, using all major characters of the play in his grand 

cosmopolitan scheme for the creation of a new paradise on earth. Not a historical figure, 

Marquis Posa, in the play a knight of Malta, might have been modeled on the Marquis de 

Lafayette, in 1776 fighting for the Independence of the United States of America 

(Dokumente, 121). Spanning the years between the two friends, Schiller, at the outset of 
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the play, was more Carlos's, at its completion more Posa's age. In the Prince's appeal to 

his father for the command of the army to Flanders: "23 years, I And nothing done for 

immortality!" (DC II, 2, 1148-9). Heinrich Heine, in his T~e Romantic School, fills out 

the picture by speaking of Schiller as "himself that Marquis Posa, who is, at the same 

time, prophet and soldier, who fights for what he prophecies, and, under the Spanish 

cloak, carries the most beautiful heart that ever loved and suffered in Germany" (Heine, 

148). Vowing to use the "portrayal of the Inquisition" to "avenge prostituted mankind" 

and "strike to the soul of a type of man the dagger of tragedy, so far, has only grazed" 

(Dokumente, 134), Schiller begins and ends his Don Carlos with the title hero in conflict 

with the religious authority, at the beginning with Domingo, the King's confessor, to be 

present at every tum of the dramatic action, at the end with the Grand Inquisitor, blind to 

all human feeling and demanding the death of the King's son in the name of the sacrifice 

of God's only son on the cross. (Due to the censorship of Schiller's own time, both the 

Grand Inquisitor and Domingo had to be omitted in some of the early performances of 

Don Carlos) (Dokumente, 158-63). 

One character to heighten the tension between the play's two worlds is Elizabeth 

of Valois, the King's young Queen. Once betrothed to Don Carlos and in her heart still 

his, she also shares his political dreams and sympathizes with Marquis Posa's plans for 

him. 

To complicate matters, the King has his eye on Princess Ebo Ii, one of the Queen's 

Ladies in Waiting. She, however, is secretly in love with the Prince. Unbeknownst to 

Philipp, Domingo, his solicitor, and Alba, his henchman, use the King's love affair to 

further their own political ends. 

* * * 

In a discussion of different genres of poetry, Schiller, in his On Naive and 
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Sentimental Poetry, considers the characteristics of tragedy and comedy and their 

relationship to each other. Of the opinion that, in tragedy, a great deal of interest is 

created simply by the subject matter that, in comedy, has to be supplied by the art of the 
. . 

poet, Schiller reflects: 

Not the sphere from which the subject matter is taken, but the forum before which the 
poet brings it, makes the same tragic or comic. The tragic poet must beware of calm 
reasoning and always interest the heart. The comic poet must beware of pathos and 
always entertain the mind. ... If tragedy, therefore, takes off from a more significant 
point, one has to concede that comedy heads for a more significant goal and, if it ever 
were to reach it, would make all tragedy superfluous and impossible. Its goal is one with 
the highest man strives for, to be free of passion, always to look about and into himself 
clearly and calmly, to find everywhere more chance than fate and to laugh more about 
absurdity than to rage or weep about malice (Schiller, V, 724-6). 

* * *· 

With a comparable constellation of characters, but the one clearly a tragedy, the 

other, at least on the face of it, a comedy, Schiller's Don Carlos and Mozart's 

The Marriage of Figaro, both completed in 1786, in~ite a closer look at the differences 

between them. 

Both set in Spain, but Don Carlos in the 16th, The Marriage of Figaro in the 18th 

century, Schiller's historical tragedy, affecting the life of mankind as a whole, takes place 

at the court of Philipp II, Mozart's comic opera, affecting but a few individual lives, at the 

castle of Count Almaviva. Thus, the difference in atmosphere, Don Carlos remote and 

grand, The Marriage of Figaro contemporary and intimate, contributes to the one being a 

tragedy, the other a comedy. Against the background of these differences of time and 

space, the comparability of the two sets of characters appears even more striking. King 

Philipp and his Queen have their counterparts in Count Almaviva and his Countess, 

Carlos, the young prince, in Cherubino, the young page, Marquis Posa, the political 

mastermind, in Figaro, the domestic mastermind, Princess Eboli; the King's favorite, in 
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Susanna, the Count's favorite, Count Lerma, the court councilor, in Bartolo, the lawyer, 

Duke Alba, the defender of the realm, in Antonio, the gardener, and last but not least, 

Domingo, the King's confessor, in Basilio, the priest masquerading as the Count's music 

master. The only figure in Don Carlos with no counterpart in The Marriage of Figaro is 

the Grand Inquisitor. 

Given the difference between tragedy and comedy, what this list suggests is 

outrageous! How could one ever compare these two sets of dramatic characters? Yet, 

that is exactly what I intend to do in this lecture. The result, I hope, will be a deeper 

understanding of both tragedy and comedy. 

* * * 

A clue to both Don Carlos and The Marriage of Figaro, their opening scenes 

contain already the whole plot to unfold in the rest of each work. Highlighting its title, 

Schiller's Don Carlos, opening in the royal gardens at Aranjuez, presents the title hero in 

conversation with Domingo. In his unsuccessful attempt to pry into the Prince's thoughts, 

the priest touches on Carlos's troubled relationships with his father, with his new mother, 

and with the political world around him. The scene ends with Carlos's dire premonition 

of doom and the role of "suspicion's venomed serpent sting" (I, 1, 122-7) in bringing it 

about. Highlighting its title, Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, opening in a room 

between the Count and the Countess's apartments, presents the title hero with Susanna, 

the couple to be married, in a lively duet, each singing in the same key, but Figaro's 

music more plodding, accompanying his measuriilg the space for their bed, Susanna's 

music more fluid, accompanying her showing off her wedding cap. A delightful school 

for marriage, this duet, after an orchestral introduction of equal eight measures for both 

Figaro and Susanna, has Figaro sing twelve, Susanna only six measures. Trying to get 

Figaro's attention, Susanna starts singing his music, but at her speed, only to move him to 
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switch over to her music. Like in a good marriage, they end up complementing each 

other in a merry medley of parallel, oblique, and contrary motion, and yes, they do sing 

her music. Even so, there are obstacles. The Count, intent. on seducing Susanna, 

Marcellina, Bartolo's old servant, intent on holding Figaro to a marriage contract for his 

unpaid debts. 

While the opening duet was in G Major, the opera's key of marriage (I, 1 ), the 

duet spelling out the obstacles is in B-flat Major, its key of intrigue (I, 2). In order to get 

from G Major to B-flat Major one has to darken G Major tog minor, its parallel minor, 

and then to brighten g minor to B-flat Major, its relative Major. The first operation keeps 

the tonal center, but changes the key signature, the second operation keeps the key 

signature, but changes the tonal center. The intricate musical path from G Major to B-flat 

Major, one of the most frequent moves in this opera, points to the weight of the obstacles 

to be overcome. Like Schiller's opening of Don Carlos, Mozart's opening of The 

Marriage of Figaro ends on a note of warning about the venom of suspicion. 

* * * 

Our glimpse of the intricacies of Mozart's opening duet invites a moment of 

reflection on the difference between opera and drama due to the element of music. More 

stylized than drama, opera enriches the spoken word by multiple layers of meaning 

through the musical elements of melody, counterpoint, and harmony. Within these, 

different articulations of time and space, that is, different rhythms, working with or 

against different meters, provide added insights into dramatic characters and situations. 

Consonance and dissonance, used in various combinations, are powerful means for 

underscoring dramatic tension and resolution. The correlation of dramatic themes with 

musical keys, separated from and connected with each other through the circle of fifths, 

allows for interesting cross-references not only between different dramatic characters, but 
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Key to the Keys in 

Mozart's TheMarriageofFigaro 

The opera's overall key is D-Major 



also between different dramatic moments in the operatic plot. The Major or minor mode, 

either dominating a whole scene or the one marking critical points within the context of 

the other, throw light or shadow over the opera's musical l~ndscape. 

As befits a comic opera, Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro is mostly in Major. 

The two pieces in minor, the openings to acts three and four, are tinged with comic irony 

and thus belie their dark shadows. The opening of act three, at the same time the opening 

of the second half of the opera, overlays one line in minor with another in its relative 

Major, only to let its parallel Major win out for both lines. We shall come back to the 

details of this at a later stage. 

* * * 

Before embarking on the comparison between Schiller's Don Carlos and Mozart's 

The Marriage of Figaro, a word ought to be said about Beaumarchais's play of the same 

. title. A sequel to his The Barber of Seville, Beaumarchais's The Marriage of Figaro 

provides the opera's dramatic plot. First performed in 1784, the play is a highly charged 

attack on the social and political mores of the day. Even more aggressive than Schiller's 

vow to "avenge prostituted mankind" and "strike to the soul of a type of man the dagger 

of tragedy, so far, has only grazed", Beaumarchais's Preface speaks of the theater as "a 

giant that wounds to the death all it strikes." Seeing the vices of human nature disguised 

"in a thousand forms under the mask of the ruling mores", he asserts: "to rip off this mask 

and show them naked, that is the noble task of the man who devotes himself to the 

theater". Labeling his The Marriage of Figaro as "more infamous and more seditious" 

than his The Barber of Seville, Beaumarchais, sarcastically, exclaims: "Oh, how I regret 
-

not having made this moral subject into a rather bloody tragedy" (Beaumarchais, 27, 28, 

30). 
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* * * 

The difference between Beaumarchais's play and M_ozart's opera is, however, not 

only due to the element of music. Lorenzo Da Ponte, Mozart's librettist, certainly follows 

the play's main line, but changes its tone from a highly political to a deeply personal one. 

Personal thoughts and feelings, brought to the fore by omissions, additions, or simply 

alterations of style, create an atmosphere where the characters' expression of themselves 

is at least, if not more, important than their dramatic interaction. 

With a rather checkered career, from ordained priest in the Veneto, to Court poet 

in Vienna, to teacher ofltalian language and literature at Columbia College in New York, 

Da Ponte, as librettist of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, adds a nice touch by poking 

fun at himself in the figure of Basilio, always played in clerical garb, but with the role of 

music master at the castle of Count Alma viva. 

* * * 

To pick up the thread back into our comparison, let us remember that Schiller's 

Don Carlos presents us with the conflict between centuries, portrayed in Philipp II and 

Marquis Posa, Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro with the conflict between classes, 

portrayed in Count Almaviva and Figaro. In the one we are given the political goal of 

liberating mankind from the oppressive rule of a mighty monarchy under the iron hand of 

the Inquisition, in the other the personal goal of pursuing a marriage without the 

interference of a lecherous aristocrat bored with his wife. The one stuff for tragedy, the 

other stuff for comedy. A note at the outset: since there are five acts of Schiller's Don 

Carlos to be compared with four acts of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, it seems more 

fruitful to go back and forth between comparable clusters of scenes rather than to adhere 

strictly to the more formal boundary of acts. 
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Even though both works start early in the morning and end late at night, Don 

Carlos starts in a garden and ends in a closed room, The Marriage of Figaro starts in a 

closed room and ends in a garden. Implicit in the theme of the garden is, of course, the 

story of the Garden of Eden. Imbued with the awareness of Good and Evil, and the self

knowledge arising from it, the theme of forgiveness, in Don Carlos finally denied, in The 

Marriage of Figaro finally granted, is a powerful and moving reminder of that story. 

A latter day Garden of Eden, complete with the fall of man and God appearing in 

judgment, the royal gardens at Aranjuez, reminding the Queen of her native France (I, 3), 

. become the setting for a passionate rendezvous with Don Carlos. Not willing to accept 

the fate of having lost her to his father, he falls at her feet: "Let them, from here, come 

drag me to the scaffold! I One moment, fully lived in paradise I ls not atoned too dearly 

for with death" (I, 5, 638-40). The King, arriving shortly thereafter, finds the Queen 

alone, without her Ladies in Waiting. Bearing out Carlos's earlier warning about 

"suspicion's venomed serpent sting" (I, 1), Philipp, in the presence of his courtiers, 

questions his wife's virtue. Alba's staunch: "Like God's own cherub before paradise I 

Duke Alba stands before the royal throne" (I, 6, 879-80) only aggravates the emotional 

tension of the scene. 

Having been caught with Barbarina, the gardener's daughter, Cherubino, the "little 

cherub", stumbles in on Susanna to ask the Countess to intercede for him with the 

angered Count (I, 6). Flustered by Susanna's presence, the young page, in E-flat Major, 

the opera's key of unhappy love, gives voice to the first stirrings of his heart. Aflutter for 

all women, he confesses speaking of his love to nature, to the mountains, to the meadows, 

to the winds, and finally to himself. Compared to the unhappy rendezvous between Don 

Carlos and the Queen, past, present, and future weighing heavily on their hearts, and 

presaging tragedy for both of them, this charming interlude between Cherubino and 

Susanna is the more charming, as the Countess is not there and, therefore, there are no 

constraints on the boy's outpouring of feelings. The transfiguration from Beaumarchais's 
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prose text to Da Ponte's rhyming verse pulsates with shimmering light in Mozart's 

music: the breathless first stanza (the experience oflove) repeated after the second stanza, 

climaxing on the word "desire", and the third stanza (the experience of love taken out to 

nature and back to the self) trailing off dreamily. 

A farcical version of the King's coming upon his wife, with Don Carlos fled from 

the scene only minutes before, the Count's coming upon his wife's chamber maid, with 

Cherubino taking refuge behind a chair, leads to a series of hilarious moments: 

Interrupted in his amorous advances to Susanna by the arrival of Basilio (the nominal 

"King" of the place), the Count has to hide behind that same infamous chair, with the 

young page barely able to jump into it from behind, the Countess's gown spread there 

coming in handy as protective cover. Roused from his hiding place by Basilio's 

suspicions about Cherubino and the Countess, the Count, in a dramatic B-flat Major, the 

opera's key of intrigue, calls for the boy's dismissal from the castle (II, 7). The 

subsequent discovery of Cherubino in the chair, and the Count's realization that the "little 

serpent" (p. 96) must have overheard his courting of Susanna, make him convert the boy's 

dismissal into a pardon to join the army. 

All fired up by Marquis Posa's grand plans for him, Don Carlos vows to ask his 

father for the comm~nd of the army to Flanders (I, 9). Like a parody of this solemn 

scene, both at the end of act I, Figaro's send-off-march for Cherubino, in C-Major, the 

opera's key of resolve, makes mockery of the page turned soldier against his will. The 

irony is that neither Don Carlos nor Cherubino ever reach their destination. Don Carlos, 

because Philipp, suspicious of his motives, denies the Prince's request, Cherubino , 

because Figaro, teeming with intrigue, means for the page, dressed up as Susanna, to go 

to a rendezvous with the Count in her stead. 

* * * 
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After his unsuccessful audience with the King (II, 2) the Prince follows a secret 

invitation to what he mistakes for the Queen's apartment. A counterpoint to his meeting 

with the Queen, in the royal gardens, this meeting with Princess Eboli, in the royal palace 

(II, 8), comes close to an expulsion from paradise. Believing Carlos to be in love with 

herself, the Princess tries to elicit a confession from him, only to have him own his secret 

love for another. Disappointed in Carlos's love, and an object of Philipp's lust, Princess 

Eboli confides in Domingo, the King's solicitor with her (II, 11 ). The plan hatched 

between the two of them, with Duke Alba in the wings, is for her to break into the 

Queen's jewelry box in the hope of finding letters there from the Prince (II, 12). 

Like a release of the Queen's unspoken sorrow, in act I of Schiller's Don Carlos 

(I, 3-4), the Countess's first aria, in act II of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro (II, 10), 

strikes a tragic note. Echoing Cherubino's E-flat Major, the Countess calls on the god of 

love to restore her loss or to let her die. The orchestral accompaniment's constant 

slipping in and out of harmony with her tune painfully expresses the vulnerability of her 

feelings. 

In his earlier attempt to see the Countess Cherubino had entrusted Susanna with a 

canzonetta of his (I, 6). In contrast to the young prince who stumbl.es from one tragic 

encounter, with the Queen, to another, with Princess Eboli, the young page, trembling but 

happy, gets to sing his canzonetta before the Countess (II, 11). That he is here to be 

dressed up in Susanna's clothes to go to a rendezvous with the Count --this brainchild of 

Figaro's, of course, taking place in G Major (II, 12)-- will make for uncomfortable, but 

also rather comical moments. Like a come-down from tragedy to comedy, Susanna 

accompanying Cherubino on the guitar is a comical version of Princess Eboli 

accompanying herself on the lute awaiting Don Carlos. A far cry from the hopeless, 

wavering harmonies of the Countess's aria, Susanna's playful upward figures on the guitar 

fully support the boy's melody. Now part of an intrigue, however innocent, Cherubino's 

encomium on the painful bliss of love, is in B-flat Major, the dominant not only of his, 
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but also the Countess's (II, 10) first aria. Listening to Cherubino's lovely song, the 

Countess is lost in her memories of the young Count, from their early days of courtship. 

Like the King's appearance in the royal gardens, with Don Carlos barely fled from 

the scene (I, 5), the Count's arrival at his wife's locked door, with Cherubino barely 

escaped into a closet, unleashes a storm of suspicions (II, 13). Singing in C Major, G 

Major, and back to C Major (with Susanna's counterpoint from the sidelines), husband 

and wife engage in a battle of wills over the opening of the closet, the Countess 

protesting Susanna, the Count suspecting the Countess's lover to hide there. The flare up 

of temper is the more ludicrous as the Count, not too long ago, had found himself in the 

same compromising situation as Cherubino now (I, 7). 

The Count's idea of leaving the room, to fetch some tools for breaking into his 

wife's closet, but relocking the doors against any escape, gives Susanna and Cherubino a 

· few precious minutes to find a way out. With more than one marriage at stake, their 

frantic little duet is sung in a hilariously funny G Major (II, 14). Instead of Don Carlos 

fleeing out of the garden, leaving footprints and losing his handkerchief, noticed by the 

gardener and later reported back to the King by Duke Alba (III, 3), Cherubino, ready to 

jump even into the fire to save the Countess, finally jumps from the balcony into the 

garden. A fall indeed, but a fall to undo the Fall! 

A follow-up on the King appearing in the gardens of Aranjuez, the confrontation 

between Philipp and Elizabeth, coming to demand justice for the break into her jewelry 

box and the removal of letters and a medallion of the Prince, ends with her finding them 

in the King's possession and, after a deadly argument over her rights, swooning and 

bloodying herself in the fall (IV, 9). 

Very much in the same vein as these scenes from act IV of Schiller's Don Carlos, 

the Finale of act II of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro (II, 15), echoing some of the 

more menacing strains of the Overture, moves at a high pitch of emotions. With a 

noticeable exchange of F Major for G Major, it progresses from E-flat Major (unhappy 
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love) to B-flatMajor (intrigue) to G Major (marriage) and via C Major (resolve) through 

F Major (standing one's ground) to B-flat Major (intrigue) and back to E-flat Major 

(unhappy love). As if modeled on the tense altercation between King and Queen: 

King: Then blood may flow for all I care -
Queen: So far it's come -- oh God! 
King: I know 

Myself no more, no longer pay 
Respect to custom and the voice 
Of nature and the pacts of nations -

(IV, 9, 3785-9), 

the Count, with his sword drawn, is ready to kill the page hiding in his wife's closet. 

Demanding the key for it, he threatens the Countess with expulsion from his house. To 

an insistent call of horns in the background, the opening of the closet door, revealing 

Susanna, throws not only the Count, but also the Countess into confusion. 

Shifting from E-flat Major to B-flat Major, this second stage of the Finale brings 

the Count down on his knees, asking for his wife's forgiveness. A more genuine version 

than his earlier pardon for Cherubino, the Count's confession of guilt, over an altered 

seventh chord on E-natural, containing G-flat, giving way to his expression of 

repentance, over a plain seventh chord on E-natural, containing G (mm. 303-6, p. 187), 

dramatically prepares for the arrival of Figaro and the musicians to play for his wedding 

with Susanna. With the move heard most often in this opera, back and forth, Figaro's 

arrival, once more, turns the music scene from B-flat Major to G Major. 

Taken to task for his anonymous letter about the Count's upcoming rendezvous, 

Figaro, echoing his own music from the opening duet with Susanna, but now in a pivotal 

C Major, deftly avoids the issue by pointing to the theater practice of ending a farce with 

a wedding. The sublime trio of Figaro, Susanna, and the Countess, begging the Count to 

fulfill their wishes, is undercut by his counterpoint, calling for Marcellina to insist on her 

marriage contract from Figaro. 

To make matters worse, the gardener, showing up with a crushed flower pot, 
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bitterly complains about the fall of a man from the balcony. To save the day, Figaro, 

exchanging F Major for G Major, claims to have jumped from there himself and, in the 

fall, musically expressed by a painful chromatic descent, to have sprained his ankle. An 

ironic reminder of Figaro's earlier F Major stunt (I, 3), offering to teach his master to 

dance, the Count cries out: "Enough of this dance!" (mm. 581-2, p. 211). 

Yet, like Don Carlos, fleeing out of the garden, Cherubino, falling into the garden, 

had lost something. Now in B-flat Major, Figaro, with a bit of help from the women, 

identifies the papers found in the garden, as Cherubino's commission still in need of the 

official seal. 

Returning, once more, to E-flat Major, the Finale comes to a furious climax, with 

Marcellina, Bartolo, and Basilio joining the Count in his opposition to Figaro, Susanna, 

and the Countess, over the contested marriage contract between Marcellina and Figaro. 

Providing no way out, on either side, the first half of the opera ends with all the voices in 

unison on E-flat, and all the instruments, except for the flute and the clarinet, on E-flat or 

G. The flute and the clarinet, with their B-flat, the dominant of E-flat, seem rather weak 

over and against the clamor of all the others on E-flat and G. Translated from the musical 

into the moral language of the opera: "Intrigue", however dominant throughout, is likely 

to get lost in the final struggle of "unhappy love" for the fulfillment of "marriage". 

* * * 

Bearing out Schiller's claim that the tragedy of Don Carlos would have to tum on "the 

situation and the character of King Philipp" (Dokumente, 142), the King, after the 

judgment of his wife in the royal gardens (I, 6) and the rejection of his son in the royal 

palace (II, 2), more and more emerges as a tragic figure. An older Carlos , warped in the 

harsh school of political life, he feels exploited by schemers like Alba and Domingo (II, 

10-13; III, 3-4). Appealing to Providence for a human being, for a friend that would give 
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him truth, Philipp, in the center of act III, which, at the same time, is the center of the 

play as a whole, comes upon the name of Marquis Posa, specially noted for his services 

to the crown (III, 5). 

In a riveting sequence of scenes, Medina Sidonia, the admiral returning from the 

loss of the Armada, is shunned by all the courtiers except Don Carlos (III, 6). The King's 

entry, ignoring his son, but after a long silence, pardoning the admiral with: "God is over 

me -- I've sent you I To contend with men, not storms and rocks -- I You're welcome in 

Madrid" (III, 7, 2878-81 ), presents us with a moving answer to his own appeal. A variant 

to his earlier rejection of Don Carlos, asking for the command of the army to Flanders: 

"You speak like one within a dream. This office I Requires a man and not a youth -- " 

countered by the Prince's: "Requires merely a human being, father" (II, 2, 1174-6), 

Philipp's overlooking his son who, together with himself, seems to be the only human 

being in the room (III, 7), constitutes the tragic core of the play. 

Farthest from their conscious mind: "You see two hostile stars that through I The 

course of time do touch but once I In shattering head-on collision I And then forever flee 

apart" (I, 2, 541-5), this kinship between father and son, nevertheless, shows itself in 

many ways. Both Philipp and Carlos lay claim not only to the love of the same woman, 

but also to the friendship of the same man. Throughout the play, in crucial moments of 

decision or recognition, they both use the same characteristic formulations. 

Called to a special audience with Philipp, Marquis Posa, envisioning himself as 

sculptor to impart life to the rough stone, reflects on the opportunity of using the King for 

his own political purposes (III, 9). With Philipp as strangely impressionable listener, the 

Knight paints a picture of mankind, free from oppression and ready to govern itself: 

"Man, sure, is more than you supposed. I The bonds of his long slumber he shall break I 

And once again demand his holy right." (III, 10, 3186-8). Despite the revolutionary tone 

of Posa's political panegyric, the King is captured by the spectacle of a man who 

fearlessly speaks his mind. That, in the end, he will insist on employing him as spy for 
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both the Queen and the Prince is sad proof of an inhuman world under the iron hand of 

the Inquisition (III, 10). 

With his eyes on the future of mankind, and his own role in bringing it about, 

Marquis Posa, losing sight of the present, plays a dangerous game. Using Don Carlos 

and the Queen, but also, unbeknownst to them, the King, as pawns in his grand plan for 

the liberation of Flanders, the Knight betrays his own ideals (IV, 3-6; 12-13). On his first 

introduction, the Queen had welcomed him with: 

Many courts 
You've come to in your travels, chevalier, 
And many countries and men's customs you 
Have seen -- and now, they say, you have a mind 
Within your fatherland to .settle for yourself, 
A greater prince in your own quiet walls 
Than is King Philipp on his throne -- a free man, 
A philosopher!" (I, 4, 512-9). 

True to the first part, the invocation of Homer's Odyssey (Od. I, 1-3, (Berns, Greek 

Antiquity, 21 and 115, note 4), but not to the second, the closing myth of Plato's Republic 

(Rep. X, 620c-d), Posa's cosmopolitan moves smack of the idealist who, for the sake of 

his cause, turns fanatic and ruthlessly tramples over lives (Schiller, Briefe iiber Don 

Carlos; Seidlin, 34-40). 

Acting like a god, accountable to no one but himself, Posa, now the King's trusted 

minister, shares his plans neither with the Prince (IV, 6) nor fully with the Queen (IV, 3). 

In his growing desperation, Carlos confides in Princess Eboli and, in the act of asking her 

for access to the Queen (IV, 15), is arrested by the Knight himself (IV, 16). Confronted 

with the choice of killing Eboli or sacrificing himself, Posa, after a moment's hesitation, 

chooses the latter (IV, 17). 

In his farewell to the Queen (IV, 21 ), he counters her "I fear you play a risky 

game" with "I've lost it ... I've lost it for myself1' (IV, 21, 4213-7). A tell-tale sign of the 

difference between the two friends, Carlos, on hearing of Posa's influence with the King, 
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had uttered: "Now I have lost him ... I have I Lost him. Oh! Now I am all forsaken" (IV, 

13, 3973, 3977-8). His mournful: "He loved me, loved me dearly ... That I I know. Yet 

should not millions, should I The fatherland not be more dear to him than one?" (IV, 13, 

3963-8) will resurface in Philipp's reaction to Posa's betrayal of himself: "I've loved him, 

loved him dearly ... like a son .. . This youth I For me brought up a new, more glorious 

morning ... I He was my first, my very first love .. . " (V, 9, 5048-52). 

Planning for the Prince to escape that very night, Posa, in his farewell to the 

Queen, entrusts her with his legacy for him. With more and more overtones from the 

Passion of Christ, he describes his vision of a future paradise on earth, a world worthy to 

have died for. The Queen's rejoinder: "No! No! I You threw yourself into this deed I You 

call sublime ... A thousand hearts I May break, but what is that to you, as long I As you 

may feed your pride?" (IV, 21, 4379-87) leaves him utterly stunned. Too late, his last 

words to her: "My Queen! -- Oh God! but life is beautiful" (IV, 21, 4393-4) throw a new, 

richer light into the soul of this stem idealist. 

Hoping to confound the King, long enough for Carlos to escape, Posa had written 

to William of Orange, confessing his love for the Queen and his fear of being discovered 

before he could get away to Brussels (V, 3, 4672-96). Well aware of the King's order to 

intercept all letters to Flanders (II, 15, 2465-8), he had counted on Philipp's belief in the 

villainy of human nature (V, 3, 4676-8). What he did not know, however, is the King's 

reaction. As if in answer to Carlos's earlier: "Oh, force those eyes I That never yet shed 

tears, to learn to do so, I While you still have time, or else -- or else I You may need to 

make up for it in some I Dark hour to come" (II, 2, 1080-3, MacDonald, 337), Philipp, on 

learning of Posa's betrayal, is said to have wept (IV, 23). This scene, in perfect symmetry 

to Carlos's warning, is the more breathtaking, as it is witnessed but from outside the 

closed doors of the King's chamber. The stupor of the courtiers assembled there, is 

broken by Princess Eboli, rushing in, demanding to tell the King the truth about the 

Prince's letters (IV, 24). With Alba and Domingo gaining the upper hand, however, the 
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truth comes too late. 

* * * 

Compared to the tragic figure of the King, in Schiller's Don Carlos, the figure of 

the Count, in Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, is no more than a comic braggadocio. 

While Philipp's affair with Princess Eboli remains off-stage, in the hands of Domingo (II, 

10-13), the Count, taking things out of Basilio's hands, courts Susanna more and more 

openly (I, 2, rec., pp. 38-40; 6, rec., pp. 76-77; III, sc. 2, pp. 249-50; 16, rec., p. 257). In 

striking contrast to Figaro and Susanna's G Major duet, at the beginning of the opera (I, 

1), the duet between the Count and Susanna, at the beginning of the opera's second half 

(III, 16), overlays the Count's a minor with Susanna's C Major, both using the same key 

signature, but different tonal centers. A rare event in this opera, the Count's minor, 

already undercut by Susanna's Major, is openly contradicted by her text, however much it 

rhymes with his. Their final agreement on a rendezvous, in a triumphant A Major, the 

opera's key of selfish passion, uses the Count's tonal center, but a new key signature for 

both of them. To make matters worse, it is further compromised by Susanna's utterly 

. confusing "Yes!" and "No!" answers to the Count's arixious questions. 

Reminiscent of Philipp, brooding over suspicions, roused by the Prince's letters 

(III, 1-4; 1 O; IV, 7-10), Alma viva, by himself, vents his innermost feelings (III, 17). 

Singing in D Major, the key ofrevenge, but also the overall key of the opera, the Count, 

in a stormy recitative and aria, echoing the more majestic strains of the Overture, rages 

about the audacity of his servant, up-staging him in a conquest of love. A match for each 

other, his fury recalls Figaro's earlier posturing in F Major, the opera's key of standing 

one's ground. Professing a more playful art form than Posa who, in anticipation of his 

audience with the King (III, 10), had envisioned himself as sculptor, imparting life to the 

rough stone (III, 9), Figaro, reacting to Susanna's news about the Count's intentions, had 
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vowed to teach his master to dance to his music (I, 3). Unlike Posa's visionary plan for 

rebellion (IV, 3), Figaro's fancy of overturning all machines by using the art of "punching 

here and teasing there" sounds like fun as well. 

A farcical variant to Philipp's distraught remark about Count Lerma, the old court 

councilor, likely to find his wife in his son's embrace (III, 2, 2518-44 ), Figaro's discovery 

of Bartolo and Marcellina, the old councilor and his former servant, to be his parents (III, 

sc. 5, pp. 271-2; 18) barely avoids the fate of Oedipus and gives rise to an incredulous 

merry-go-round with the terms "mother" and "father" throughout the different voice 

ranges (III, 18). The sextet, like Figaro's earlier and Susanna's later arias, in F Major, 

clears the way not only for the marriage of the young, but also of the old couple. Much 

toned down from Beaumarchais's play, where Marcellina's bitter harangue over men's 

exploitation of women still meets with Bartolo's sarcasms, Mozart's opera, even though in 

g minor, falling short of G Major, brings the case to a more or less satisfactory conclusion 

(p. 295). One by one protesting their happiness, the scene ends with a flourish of 

dissonances gloating over the Count's defeat (mm. 17-9, p. 296). 

Apprised of the Count's offer of a dowry for Susanna's favors, the Countess, once 

more, laments the loss of her love (III, 19). Transcending her earlier E-flat Major, the 

opera's key of unhappy love (II, 10), to C Major, its key of resolve, this beautiful aria, at 

first, C Major encompassing a core of emotions moving from g minor to G Major, 

reminisces about the past. But, unlike the Queen, who, in her rendezvous with the 

Prince, had evaded his insistent questions concerning her love (I, 5, 712-20), the 

Countess, in the final part of the aria, trusts her hope in the future. A reflection of the 

Count's a minor overlaid by Susanna's C Major (III, 16), the Countess, after an initial 

wavering between C Major and c minor, on the words "to change the ungrateful heart", 

twice overshoots her C Major triad, landing on A, only to cadence with that triad, the A 

yielding to the dominant G, and finally, on the word "heart", coming home to a 

triumphant C. 
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A happier version of Princess Eboli's theft of letters from the Queen, the Countess 

and Susanna, together, write a letter, secretly to be given to the Count during Figaro and 

Susanna's wedding (III, 20). Superseding Figaro's plot of sending Cherubino, dressed up 

as Susanna, to the rendezvous, the Countess has decided to take on that role herself. At 

the rallying point for the opera's finish, the little duet between the Countess and Susanna, 

an exquisite moment of friendship, has one goal, the Count's change of heart, and 

therefore one music, though still in B-flat Major, the opera's key of intrigue (III, 20). 

Stating time and place for the rendezvous in the garden, the Countess leads, Susanna 

follows. After gradually closing the gaps between giving and taking dictation, the two 

women, on the words: "well, and the rest he'll understand", start singing together. With a 

partial reversal of roles, but now overlapping in the process, Susanna and the Countess 

read over their letter. By singing the same music, but in staggered lines, that is, in 

different places at the same time, or in the same place at different times, they, as it were, 

enact the rendezvous with the Count. 

Compared to Princess Eboli's desperate attempt to open the King's eyes to the 

truth about the letters she stole from the Queen (IV, 24), Susanna's slipping the letter, 

written together with the Countess, into the Count's hands during the wedding ceremony, 

intends to do exactly the opposite. Adding to the contrast, Marquis Posa's lie about his 

love for the Queen, confided in a letter meant to be delivered into the King's hands, will 

be the cause of the Knight's murder (V, 3), Figaro dancing with Susanna and laughing 

about the Count pricking his finger on the needle used to seal the letter, in the end, will 

teach the schemer not to consider himself fool-proof (III, 22). Sung in C Major, the 

opera's key ofresolve, the wedding ceremony, at the end of act III, officially seals the 

marriages of Figaro and Susanna as well as Bartolo and Marcellina, but leaves the 

problems between the Count and the Countess unresolved. 

* * * 
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After the Prince's precipitous arrest, in act IV of Schiller's Don Carlos, Marquis 

Posa visits him in prison to account for his action (V, 1 ). Shocked by Carlos's 

assumption of having been sacrificed for the greater political cause, Posa, too late, 

realizes his arrogance in using a friend like a pawn in a game. With a pentameter, short 

by one foot, he confesses: "My edifice I Collapses -- I forgot your heart" (V, 1, 4524-5). 

In counterpoint to Posa, it is Carlos who, all through the play, speaks and acts most often 

from the heart. Reminiscent of the pathos of Christ, in the garden of Gethsemane: 

"Come, let us sit down -- I I'm weary and feel weak" (V, 3, 4114-5, cf. Matthew 26, 38), 

the Knight outlines his plans for the Prince's escape, to fight for the cause of humanity 

from Flanders. A conclusion to Carlos's earlier: "Now I have lost him," (IV, 13, 3973) 

referring to his friend, and Posa's: "I've lost it .. .I've lost it for myself'(IV, 21, 4214-7), 

referring to his political power play, their exchange in prison: 

Carlos: God! Then I'm lost! 
Marquis: You, why you? 
Carlos: Unhappy man, and you 

Are lost with me. This monstrous 
Fraud my father can't forgive. 
No! That he never will forgive! 

Marquis : Fraud? 

Carlos: 

Who would tell him 
It was fraud? 

Who, can you ask? 
Myselfl 

(V, 3, 4701-8) 

leads to the Knight's solemn: "Prepare yourself for Flanders! I Your calling is the 

kingdom. I To die for you was mine" (V, 3, 4717-9). Carlos's: 

No!No! ... 
I want to take you to him. 
Ann in arm we'll go to him. 
Father, I'll say, a friend has done this 
For his friend. It'll move him. Trust me! 
He's not without humanity, my father. 
Yes, sure, it'll move him. 
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His eyes will shed warm tears, and you 
And me he will forgive -- (V, 3, 4718-28) 

is answered by a shot through the prison's wrought-iron door and Posa's death. Part of 

the tragedy is that neither Posa nor Carlos know that the King, to the awestruck horror of 

his courtiers, did weep -- but at the discovery of the Knight's betrayal of himself. (IV, 

23). 

* * * 

At the start of act IV, the last act of Mozart's opera, to be mostly compared with 

act V, the last act of Schiller's dramatic poem, Barbarina, the gardener's daughter, in love 

with Cherubino, but here on an errand for the Count, laments the loss of the pin that had 

sealed Susanna's letter (IV, 23). In confirmation of the rendezvous, later that night, the 

seal was supposed to be returned to the letter writer. Sung in f minor, the darkest key in 

the opera, and the only other minor besides the Count's a minor, at the start of act III, the 

opening of the opera's second half, the little girl's "I've lost it..." bewails more than the 

loss of that unfortunate pin. Echoing the Countess's earlier "Where are the beautiful 

moments ... " (III, 19) Barbarina's sobbing "ah, who knows where it might be" is set in 

mock tragic style. Compared to the tragic loss Marquis Posa and Don Carlos mourn, this 

is, at best, tragicomedy. Figaro, coming upon the scene with Marcellina and being told of 

the Count's commission, quickly finds a pin in Marcellina's bonnet and sends the girl on 

her way. His reaction to the disturbing news: "Mother -- I am dead .. .I am dead, I say" 

(rec. p. 342) not only sounds like a comical take-off on Marquis Posa's death, but also 

like a re-enactment of the scene between Achilleus and Thetis, in book I of Homer's Iliad 

(I, 348 ff.). Outdoing Achilleus, who complains to his mother about Agamemnon having 

taken his girl, Figaro is angered with Susanna as well as with the Count. In Bartolo's 

phrase, from his earlier revenge aria (I, 4), Marcellina's "the case is serious" (p. 342) 
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advises Figaro of his right to be on his guard and entertain suspicions, but no more. Her 

use of" a right", recalling the Count's "right of the first night" to be acted on presently 

with Susanna, has an ominous ring in this opera. Yet, the fact that Bartolo's aria, in D 

Major, was in its overall key as well, suggests caution in taking the theme of revenge too 

narrowly. 

A late repercussion of Beaumarchais's play, Marcellina's aria in act IV, defending 

Susanna against Figaro's suspicions, pits the free and easy lovemaking of animals against 

the cruelty of men (IV, 24). A revision of her cat fight duet with Susanna, in A Major, 

five numbers from the beginning of the opera, this aria, in G Major, five numbers from its 

end, not only makes G Major, the opera's key of marriage, triumph over A Major, its key 

of selfish passion, but also adds a human touch by letting Marcellina express her feelings 

in coloraturas reminiscent of Handel, the style in vogue when she was young. Her 

insistent rhyme between "liberty", for the animals, and "cruelty", for men, whether true to 

life or not, hints at the tragedy hidden behind the comedy. 

Unaware of the women's change of plan, from Cherubino to the Countess, 

dressed-up as Susanna, to go to the rendezvous with the Count, Figaro swears to take 

revenge for all husbands (I, 26 cf. p.343). With an aria in E-flat Major, the opera's key of 

unhappy love, and the call of horns in the background, the newly-wed husband rails 

against the heartlessness of women. 

As if to give the lie to this tirade, Susanna, in F Major, the opera's key of standing 

one's ground, sings a beautiful aria about her expectation of the fulfillment of love. 

Unlike Princess Eboli who, after her theft of letters from the Queen, and her affair with 

the King, had been punished with exile to a nunnery, Susanna, after writing a letter 

together with the Countess, changing clothes with her, and fooling the Count about 

agreeing to a rendezvous, revels in the loveliness of the evening (IV, 27). Reminiscent of 

Cherubino's first song (I, 6), his heart aflutter for all women, and speaking of his love not 

only to nature, but also to himself, Susanna's aria, describing the romantic resonance 
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between herself and the balmy night, more maturely, is meant for but one beloved. Even 

so, I suspect that her words have more to do with her own feelings than with Figaro. 

* * * 

In his devastation over the betrayal of Marquis Posa, the one man from whom he 

expected truth (V, 9), the King is further crushed by his son's confession that he and Posa 

were friends, nay brothers: "Yes, Sire, we two were brothers, brothers by I A nobler bond 

than nature's crafting" (V, 4, 4791-2). Taunting Philipp with his paltry attempt at 

friendship with a man in love with the whole of mankind, Carlos exclaims: 

Oh no -- that was no man for you! 
That he himself knew well, when he 
Rejected you with all your crowns. 
This finely stringed lyre broke 
Within your iron hand. You could 
Do naught but murder him (V, 4, 4816-20). 

With a deeper understanding of Posa's character than Carlos could fathom, Philipp's 

disappointed love turns to savage hatred: "Let him have died a fool. And let his fall I 

Bring down his century with his friend ... I He sacrificed me to his idol, mankind, I Let 

mankind, therefore, pay for him" (V, 9, 5075 - 86). 

No match for these dark scenes with the King, in act V of Schiller's Don Carlos, 

the Count's flare-up of temper, vowing to be revenged on Figaro for upstaging him in a 

conquest of love, lies as far back as the early scenes in act III of Mozart's The Marriage 

of Figaro (III, 17). In keeping with tragedy, Schiller's play, towards the end, turns darker 

and darker, in keeping with comedy, Mozart's opera lighter and lighter. 

A farcical counterpart to Domingo, the King's confessor, present at every turn of 

the dramatic action, Basilio, the meddling priest, masquerading as music master at the 

castle of Count Alma viva, finally gets to confide his own personal Credo (IV, 25). 

Rather unmusical, with plain quarter notes stalking all over the place, and cheap sound 
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effects thrown in here and there, his aria, no surprise, is in B-flat Major, the opera's key 

of intrigue. Created in the image of Mozart's learned librettist, Basilio recounts a 

dantesque scene, where Lady Flemma, his Muse (alias Vergil) presented him with the 

smelly hide of a donkey to ward off the vicissitudes of life, be they stormy weather to 

hide from, or wild beasts to repel with the nasty cover. That cover I take to be Basilio's 

clerical garb. 

Emerging from the cover of Domingo, the Grand Inquisitor, at the end of 

Schiller's Don Carlos, asserts his authority (V, 10-11 ). A perverted form of Teiresias, the 

blind prophet in Sophocles's Antigone (Berns, "Idealism us'', 71-2; "Idealism", 51-2), who 

urges Kreon to restore the dead to the dead and the living to the living, the Grand 

Inquisitor demands the dead to be called back to the living and the living to be 

surrendered to the dead. In his outrage over the murder of Marquis Posa, a sacrifice to 

mere passion rather than the greater glory of the church, the Grand Inquisitor condemns 

Philipp's illicit involvement with this heretic. The reason behind the summons of the 

Grand Inquisitor had been the King's indecision whether to let Carlos escape or have him 

die. His question: "Can you create for me a new religion I That would defend the bloody 

murder of a child?" (V, 10, 5265-6) the old priest silences with: "To expiate eternal 

justice I The son of God died at the cross" (V, 10, 5267-8). Philipp's retort: "I outrage I 

Nature -- this mighty voice as well I You want to stifle?" elicits only: "Before the faith I 

No voice of nature counts" (V, 10, 5270-4). The King's final: "He is my only son - for 

whom I Pray, have I gathered?" meets with the Grand Inquisitor's inhuman: "For 

moldering decay rather than I Freedom" (V, 10, 5276-8). 

In order to facilitate his escape, the Queen had asked Carlos for a final farewell, in 

which she could impart Marquis Posa's legacy to him. Midnight approaching, he _was 

supposed to come in the mask and monk's attire of Charles V, whose ghost the guards 

had seen more than once and let pass reverently (V, 6; 9). As if in keeping with his 

earlier notion of political life as a masked ball, the masks of conventional inequality 
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belying the natural equality of the faces hidden beneath (I, 9), Carlos had agreed to play 

this role chosen for him by the Queen. Their meeting, holding each other in a solemn 

embrace, comes to a close with the Prince reaching for his i:nask. In the background, 

without their notice, the King, together with the Grand Inquisitor and some of the 

courtiers, had entered the dark room. The Prince's: "I go to challenge Philipp I To open 

combat... I Let this have been my last I Deceit" is answered by Philipp's: "It is your last!" 

and the Queen's dead faint in Carlos's arms (V, 11, 5361-6). The play ends with the 

King's (coldly and quietly to the Grand Inquisitor): "Cardinal! I've done my part. Do 

you do yours". 

* * * 

Even though both works start early in the morning and end late at night, Schiller's 

Don Carlos starts in a garden and ends in a closed room, Mozart's The Marriage of 

Figaro starts in a closed room and ends in a garden. Beginning and ending in D Major, 

the key of revenge, but also the overall key of the opera, the Finale of act IV is, at the 

same time, the Finale of the work as a whole (IV, 28). With a symmetrical sequence of D 

Major, G Major, E-flat Major, B-flat Major, G Major, D Major, yet with the middle 

apparently disturbed, the Finale of act IV, gives us a panoramic review of the opera. Two 

by two, its major characters pass before our eyes, with the others hidden in the shadows 

of the garden, ready to emerge at more or less opportune moments. 

Instead of Don Carlos, asking Princess Eboli for access to the Queen, and, in the 

process, being arrested by Marquis Posa (IV, 15-16), Cherubino, on his way to Ba_rbarina, 

stumbles in on Susanna, or so he thinks, sitting in the evening breeze under the pine trees, 

as agreed upon in the famous rendezvous letter. The lady sitting there is, of course, the 

Countess, dressed up as Susanna. Unlike Don Carlos who, at the end, appears in the 

mask of Charles V, the historical exponent of the Holy Roman Empire, Cherubino, at the 
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end, is himself again. Even when dressed up as a girl, at various points in the opera (II, 

12; III, 21 ), it was never his face that was disguised. Deathly afraid that the Count would 

find her in this compromising situation and still tum the co!11edy, in Beaumarchais's 

words, into" a rather bloody tragedy", the Countess tries to repel the amorous advances of 

the young page who, taking her for Susanna, complains: "And why can I not do what the 

Count, shortly, will do with you?" (p. 384). In hilarious, multiple confusion, the kiss 

meant for Susanna, is intercepted by the Count showing up at this moment, the slap in the 

face to pay for it, by Figaro, sticking his head in to see what is going on. Different from 

the tragic consequences of Princess Eboli stepping in for the Queen, or Marquis Posa for 

Don Carlos, the Countess, stepping in for Susanna, or Figaro for Cherubino, has 

uncomfortable, but never more than comic consequences. 

Changing from D Major, the overall key of the opera, to G Major, its key of 

marriage, the dalliance between the Count and the Countess, the husband taking his 

wife's soft skin for that of her chambermaid and meaning to further his affair by slipping 

a diamond ring on her finger, is more heartrending than apparent to either eye or ear. 

With a drastic switch from G Major to E-flat Major, the opera's key of unhappy 

love, the scene turns to Figaro musing on his role of the new Vulcan of the century, lying 

in wait to catch Venus and Mars in his net. Coming upon Susanna, dressed up as the 

Countess, he means to lead her to the compromising scene as well. Doing better than the 

Count, with his wife's soft skin, Figaro catches on to Susanna's voice, but, for the fun of 

it, takes advantage of the dark and proceeds to court his lady. After a sally of slaps in the 

face from Susanna's hand, and his confession of having recognized her voice, their E-flat 

Major, happily, but still cautiously, slips into B-flat Major. As if in answer to the Count's 

earlier: "What is this comedy?", meaning Figaro's appearance with the musicians to play 

for the wedding (I, 8, p. 100), the young couple, expressing their newly won delight in 

each other, finish with a frolicking "Let's put an end to this comedy, my darling" (p. 411). 

For the last time returning from B-flat Major to G Major, Figaro's act of 
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shamelessly courting the Countess is stopped in its track by the irate Count. Deaf to the 

entreaty of the whole cast, emerging from the bushes, he, with a dozen savage "No"s, 

bluntly refuses any pardon for Figaro. More genuinely thai:i in the Finale of act II, the 

Count is brought to his knees by the quiet voice of the Countess, once more speaking in 

her own person. His plea for forgiveness, with an unstable rising 6th, from '5' to .. ~ 
followed by an even more unstable rising 7th, from S'to ~is answered by her stable 

I\ A 
rising fifth, from 1 to 5, which, even more stable for being sung twice, comes to a 

cadence on words reminiscent of the marriage vow. 

Compared to Schiller's Don Carlos, where the only moment of forgiveness, 

Philipp's pardon for Medina Sidonia, the admiral returning from the loss of the armada, is 

tucked away in the very center of the dramatic poem (III, 7), Mozart's The Marriage of 

Figaro, from act to act, presents us with more and more genuine forms of it. A touching 

reminder of the serpent in the Garden of Eden, Cherubino, cursed by the Count as "little 

serpent" (p. 96), but made fun of by Basilio as "little cherub of love" (p. 79), in the end, is 

openly paired with Barbarina, the little girl who wanted him for a husband, and in return 

for the favor, promised the Count to love him like her kitten (III, 21, rec.). In contrast to 

the close of Schiller's Don Carlos, with the Queen in the arms of Don Carlos, in a dead 

faint, and the King collaborating with the Grand Inquisitor, all the characters in Mozart's 

The Marriage of Figaro, except for Basilio, by the Finale, are paired more or less 

happily. Basilio, a far cry from Domingo, grown to monstrous height in the figure of the 

Grand Inquisitor, at the end of the opera, simply has melted into the crowd. Count and 

Countess reunited, at least for now, the confusion felt by everyone gives way to a 

sublimely beautiful chorus of universal contentment. 

Very different from the last scene of Schiller's Don Carlos, where the icy silence, 

surrounding the Grand Inquisitor, fills the dark room more and more with horror, the last 

scene of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro erupts into a happy rush of revelers, off to a 

grand feast, the fireworks in the background lighting up the night over the dark garden. 
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A moment of suspense, the transition between the solemn G Major of the Count and 

Countess's reunion and the exuberant D Major of the happy crowd at the end, once more 

reminds us of the pain lived through to reach this point. W~th a halting descent, 

pianissimo and in unison, except for the flute and the oboe, hovering above, a dominant 

7th chord on A, over the words "this day", lands us in d minor instead of D Major. A 

scream of dissonances, however fleeting, an inverted 9th chord on G-sharp, the seventh 

degree of A, highlights the grammatical link "of' in "this day a/torments, of caprices, 

and of madness", expressed again in a tensed minor. The completion of the sentence: 

"only love can end in happiness and joy" finally allows for the transition from the darker 

d minor to the brighter D Major. 

Like the effect of a Deus ex machina, in Greek tragedy, forcing a solution to 

unsolvable human predicaments, this transition makes for the happy ending, but does not 

do away with the painful personal and political problems of the opera. A skeptical 

reminder of the contrary to fact condition in Schiller's: "If comedy ever were to reach its 

goal, it would make all tragedy superfluous and impossible," the all-too-happy rush from 

the dark garden to the lit up castle, musically expressed in hurtling towards a cadence, 

has a hollow ring to it. Knowing full well that "his whole being" was set on "writing 

tragedies", Schiller himself (with the possible exception of Wallenstein's Camp) never 

wrote a comedy. More in tune with Socrates's notion, at the end of Plato's Symposium, 

that a poet of tragedies should be able to write comedies as well, Mozart, in this comic 

opera, subtitled "The Mad Day", lets the serious shine through the ludicrous, and thus 

creates a sublime version of that rare marriage between tragedy and comedy. 

A lecture (with music) delivered September 17, 2004 at St. John's College, Annapolis, 

Maryland. 
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NOTES 

For the deepest commentary on Don Carlos see Schiller, Briefe iiber Don Carlos, and 

Oskar Seidlin, "Schiller Poet of Politics". 

For a beautiful, comprehensive study of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, see Wye 

JamisonAllanbrook. 
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